Name :

Independent or Dependent Clause?
Identify whether the underlined clause is dependent or independent.
1)

When the bus reached the Silicon Valley, Tom yelled in excitement.

2)

As much as we like John, we don't quite agree with him in this matter.

3)

Our new English teacher is Mrs. Scarlett who is a Harvard graduate.

4)

I love the weather in Miami, although it is hot there.

5)

The members of the cabin crew greeted us, when we boarded the airplane.

6)

Troy was sad, because Mom was not feeling well.

7)

As soon as the fire alarm started to sound, we exited the building.

8)

Unless we take the 3 o’clock bus, we will miss the show.

9)

Although it was originally a planet, Pluto lost its planetary status in 2006.

10)

Even though the vintage car was restored, it failed to start.
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Name :

Answer key

Independent or Dependent Clause?
Identify whether the underlined clause is dependent or independent.
1)

When the bus reached the Silicon Valley, Tom yelled in excitement.
dependent clause

2)

As much as we like John, we don't quite agree with him in this matter.
independent clause

3)

Our new English teacher is Mrs. Scarlett who is a Harvard graduate.
dependent clause

4)

I love the weather in Miami, although it is hot there.
independent clause

5)

The members of the cabin crew greeted us, when we boarded the airplane.
independent clause

6)

Troy was sad, because Mom was not feeling well.
dependent clause

7)

As soon as the fire alarm started to sound, we exited the building.
dependent clause

8)

Unless we take the 3 o’clock bus, we will miss the show.
independent clause

9)

Although it was originally a planet, Pluto lost its planetary status in 2006.
dependent clause

10)

Even though the vintage car was restored, it failed to start.
independent clause
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